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Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, thank you for hosting this technical conference.
Harmonizing state policy and wholesale electricity markets became a clear imperative in 2017, when
FERC last hosted a technical conference on the subject.1 The discussion we are having now is, in many
ways, a more refined outgrowth of that theme.
Since the demise of a Congressional effort to price carbon dioxide a decade ago, climate change policy
pivoted mostly to the states. States have since exhibited a large variance in their degree of prioritization
for carbon reductions and their selection of policy instruments. Most intervention-prone states have
elected to use clean energy industrial policy2 as the primary catalyst with cap-and-trade programs
serving largely as a backstop.3
Ad hoc state policy has often led to mounting costs and anti-competitive concerns, which has renewed
interest in exploring carbon pricing as the centerpiece of an economically sound climate strategy. This
has turned attention to alternative carbon pricing mechanisms, including those administered by regional
transmission organizations (RTOs). Recent scholarship suggests that RTO carbon pricing would have to
provide clear economic efficiency and/or state-wholesale electricity market harmonization benefits.4
Both are worthy objectives, but even an “affirmative” carbon pricing rule under the Federal Power Act
would require state buy-in.5
As such, the Commission is on-point to recognize in the conference notice that states are in the driver’s
seat. 6 It is important that the Commission clarify its proper role in the electricity-climate policy milieu;
namely, to leave climate policymaking to Congress and the states, but to take leadership in providing
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information about how market design affects state policy objectives and how state policies affect
wholesale electricity market outcomes. Initiating this dialogue is an important first step in proactive
federalism.
The most compatible state climate policy for wholesale electricity markets is explicit carbon pricing, and
the Commission should be commended for starting the dialogue there. In short, explicit carbon pricing
creates synergies with competitive electricity market structures by allowing investors to assemble
accurate market data and better assess risk-return trade-offs in lower emission technologies, while
driving dispatch and investment decisions in lower-carbon technologies in an economically efficient
manner.7 Further, since carbon pricing merely adjusts economic offers in the supply curve, the market
design executes in a manner that satiates reliability parameters, unlike policies that circumvent market
design irrespective of reliability conditions.8
This dialogue will have contentious elements, which places a premium on identifying mutual goals and
objectives between states and the Commission. I suggest four categories tied to economic efficiency
that blend the interests of electricity policy and climate policy: costs, reliability, innovation and
environmental effectiveness.9 The effect of carbon pricing on the four categories depends greatly on 1)
elements of the pricing instrument10 and 2) the prevailing institutional context. On the first point, Dr. Bill
Hogan notes that “[e]nvironmental policies that put an explicit price on carbon would fit naturally with
efficient markets” but warns that variant mechanisms could fundamentally undermine the operation of
electricity markets.11 For example, imposing an RTO carbon adder that adjusts economic dispatch but is
excluded from dispatch settlement could create false arbitrage opportunities, similar to those that have
been tied to market manipulation and reliability problems.12 Variances in revenue allocation can also
have a pronounced effect on incentives and cost incidence to market participants, as well as overall
performance along the evaluation categories.
Key variables defining the institutional context include state regulatory status and the interactive effects
with other state policies. States need information tailored to their circumstances to make informed
decisions. It is also helpful to present information in a format that suits states’ views of the role of
carbon pricing; some view it as a complement to other state policies while others view it as a substitute.
State regulatory status alone may alter the fundamental choice of carbon pricing instrument. Cost-ofservice footprints have shown generator price insensitivity—even a willingness to operate units at a
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loss—and limited consumer responsiveness to price signals. 13 Further, resource entry and exit are
determined by state administrative utility resource planning, which do have a track record of capturing
forward price expectations well. Tellingly, this perverse incentive structure has resulted in
underperformance of the cap-and-trade system’s anticipated cost advantages over command-andcontrol regulation under the Acid Rain Program.14 This portends a downward adjustment for cost
savings from carbon pricing compared to other instruments when applied to cost-of-service areas. Some
traditionally regulated states have explored using a carbon cost adder in their administrative
processes,15 which may prove more effective and efficient16 than RTO carbon pricing, especially in
footprints like SPP and MISO. However, if states pivot to more performance-based utility asset
management overview and utility resource planning based on third-party verified RTO price projections,
then RTO carbon pricing may more efficiently drive utility investment and behavior.
In contrast, for RTOs spanning states with competitive generation and retail choice, market participant
behavior is consistent with economic theory. That is, they cut costs, increase efficiency and make
prudent investments based on expected price signals.17 This premise of economic behavior lies at the
core of why economists prefer carbon pricing relative to other policy instruments. Given the
composition of the eastern RTOs and perhaps California, it is likely they would see carbon pricing induce
supply- and demand-side behavior that efficiently internalizes the pollution externality in short-run
operations and unleash dynamic innovation in the long-run.
A key driver of economic performance in the eastern RTOs and California is the interactive effects of
carbon pricing with other state policies. Importantly, these states have already implemented a form of
quantity-based carbon pricing, or cap-and-trade systems, whereas RTO carbon pricing would likely
utilize a price-based instrument. First, there is an issue with duplicative carbon pricing instruments.
Second, these states have already enacted robust policies intended to be complementary to carbon
pricing. Critically, economists have identified that interactive effects between complementary policies
and carbon pricing vary between price-based and quantity-based carbon pricing instruments.18
Complementary policies under a price-based system may achieve additional emissions reductions, albeit
at a higher cost that may result in net negative benefits.19 However, complementary policies under a
quantity-based system tend to merely reallocate emissions reductions under a binding cap, which raises
costs, creates no additional emissions reductions and undermines innovation incentives. From a
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textbook economics perspective, the only means for complementary policies to enhance welfare is if
they target market failures unrelated to the emissions externality, such as the spillover benefit of
research and development or learning-by-doing, which can have an indirect effect in reducing
emissions.20
Of course, states operate under conditions that are a far cry from economic textbooks. This requires
research to adapt to institutional contexts to remain relevant to policymakers. Research on the
interaction of carbon pricing and other policies is limited and often focused on prospective
considerations for complementary policies added to an existing carbon pricing regime, rather than
considerations for improving existing carbon pricing or introducing a new mechanism (i.e., RTO carbon
pricing) in context of a variety of clean energy industrial policies. The same policy can have opposite
effects on economic efficiency depending on the preexisting policy landscape. For example, some
standards layered on top of a cap-and-trade system can increase costs and emissions.21
A key challenge to achieving economic efficiency under any carbon pricing system is containing leakage.
Leakage concerns are most obvious within an industry where geographic segments face differential
emissions pricing levels. This could prove problematic to a bottom-up approach to RTO carbon pricing,
given the likely variations between interconnected RTOs and potentially variations within RTOs.
However, given the unique role of RTOs in cultivating transactions within and between regions, they
may serve as an excellent venue to rectify leakage.22 For example, further improvements to coordinated
transaction scheduling is a potential pathway to incorporate granular, especially unit-specific, emissions
parameters into leakage adjustments more efficiently than a blunt import adjustment tool. Carbon
pricing revenues can also be used to offset leakage effects. In certain contexts, carbon pricing can even
have “negative leakage” effects, such as those researchers at Resources for the Future modeled for
NYISO.23,24
Leakage can also occur across sectors, which RTOs and the Commission are likely unable to address. The
extent of this depends on numerous variables, such as long-run price elasticities of electricity across
industries. Non-electric leakage may appear outside the scope of the Commission, but it may affect
states’ climate policy decisions that in turn affect wholesale electricity markets under Commission
oversight. Further, what may improve economic efficiency in the electric industry viewed in isolation
may not necessarily do so in the broader economy.
Inter-sector leakage is particularly salient in context of the climate movement’s emphasis on a “grid
first” strategy, whereby electric decarbonization drives economy-wide carbon reduction as the
transportation and industrial sectors presumably electrify. To the extent decarbonization increases
electricity costs it increases carbon abatement costs for other sectors, resulting in foregone emissions
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reductions by diminishing substitution effects. Similarly, reforms that lead to reductions in electricity
costs and emissions can have a multiplier benefit of reducing emissions indirectly in other industries.
Although carbon pricing in isolation raises electricity costs, policymakers may wish to pursue it in
concert with other reforms that create a net decrease in costs and emissions with added innovation and
reliability benefits to boot. This strategy has already been praised by energy-intensive, trade-exposed
industry.25 Suffice to say that cost concerns have become particularly acute as the economy reels in the
wake of the pandemic. This is coinciding with states realizing that the scaling-up of clean energy
industrial policy can cost well in excess of any common social cost of carbon estimate, which may
prompt a search for more economically sound approaches to reduce emissions, including carbon
pricing.26
All told, the Commission can move the dialogue forward with states by fostering an evidence-building
process around mutual objectives. This may include a matrixed approach to evaluating different carbon
pricing options across a variety of sensitivities indicative of the heterogeneity of state circumstances.
The Commission must listen and respond to state leaders’ concerns if harmonization is to advance.
Beyond a state forum, there is exceptional international significance in identifying pathways to improve
the quality of our electricity institutions and climate policies. Greater emphasis should be placed on
dynamic economic efficiencies, which often go unassessed in prospective RTO carbon pricing
assessments but drive abatement cost reductions, which is the key to deep and global
decarbonization.27 As other countries pursue emissions reductions consistent with their self-interests,
they routinely look to the United States—including foreign delegations meeting with the Commission—
for lessons on how to best orient their domestic institutions. It is time to demonstrate on a global stage
that the clear path to economic and climate success is to advance the state of electricity competition
and efficient emissions pricing.28
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